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(the world to which the jewel is given), but of course
without the consent of Epimetheus. Nevertheless, in the
Pandora gift, as represented by Spitteler, it is not difficult
to recognize a symbolic attempt to solve that same
problem we discussed in the chapter on the Schiller
Letters, viz. the problem of the reconciliation of the
differentiated and undifferentiated functions.
Before we proceed further with this problem, however,
we must turn back to Goethe's Prometheus. As we have
already seen, there are unmistakable differences between
the creative Prometheus of Goethe and the suffering figure
of Spitteler, A further and more important distinction
lies in the relation with Pandora. With Spitteler, Pandora
is a being of the other world, a duplicate of the soul of
Prometheus belonging to the divine sphere; but, with
Goethe, she is altogether the creature and daughter of
the Titan, and therefore in absolute dependence upon him.
The relation of Goethe's Prometheus with Minerva puts
him in the place of Vulcan, and the fact that Pandora
is wholly his creature, and does not figure as a being
of divine' origin, makes him a creative deity, thus re-
moving him altogether from the human sphere. Hence
Prometheus says:
" And when I deemed it was myself,
A deity gave utterance.
And did I dream a god was speaking,
Lo 1 'twas mine own voice 1"
With Spitteler, on the other hand, Prometheus is
stripped of all divinity, even his soul is only an unofficial
daemon; his divinity becomes a law unto itself, quite
severed from the human. Goethe's conception is classical
to this extent: it emphasizes the divinity of the Titan,
Accordingly Epimetheus, by contrast, must also be very
inferior, whilst with Spitteler, he appears as a much more
positive character. In Goethe's Pandora, we are fortunate

